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Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
wants to improve your future. We 
are an industry-driven not for profit 
organisation, dedicated to empowering 
women and promoting gender 
equitable outcomes in the workplace. 

Established in 2017, Women in Gaming 
& Hospitality aims to identify and 
remove barriers for the advancement 
of women in the gaming, hospitality 
and gaming related industries.

Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
encourages the development and 
success of women through education, 
mentorship and networking 
opportunities and provides tools and 
support for organisations wishing 
to develop or enhance their gender 
diversity and inclusion initiatives.

Read on to find out why you should get 
involved.

Major Corporate Partners



5.9% of 
CEOs in 
Gambling 
Activities 
reporting to 
WGEA are female, 
compared with all 
industry average 
of 17.1% 
Source:  Workplace Gender 
Equality Agency 2018 
Scorecard
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Strong buy in from Boards and 
CEO’s to sponsor and encourage 

this industry to make change



BUSINESS OUTCOMES FROM 
A DIVERSE AND INCLUSIVE 

ORGANISATION
Attract employees - gender equality is viewed by talented 
individuals seeking employment as a baseline feature of leading 
organisations.

Employee retention - employees are likely to remain with an 
organisation when there is a proactive effort in advancing 
diversity practices.

Enhanced organisational reputation – a 
positive reputation will shift the perception 
of our industry for attracting female 
talent.

Expand the talent pool - a more 
welcoming industry will attract a wider 
talent pool of potential candidates from 
a variety of diverse backgrounds.

Diversity of thought - recognising, 
appreciating and utilising the unique 
insights that come from diversity of 
experiences, skills, background, and 
thought leads to innovation. 

Increased female participation – a diverse 
workforce leads to tangible and positive 
impacts on culture and operations. 
Benefits include increased efficiency, 
productivity, innovation, creativity and 
improved employee engagement.



THE BUSINESS CASE

IMPROVED 
EFFICIENCY

IMPROVED 
CREATIVITY

IMPROVED 
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

IMPROVED 
PRODUCTIVITY

IMPROVED 
INNOVATION

Organisations with diverse teams and inclusive environments can tap into a wider 
range of perspectives, experiences, and expertise.
That makes teams more creative, more innovative, better at problem solving, and 
better able to relate to their customers.
In addition to a marked improvement in financial performance, companies 
committed to inclusive cultures see improvements in recruiting and retaining talent 
too. *Global Women Factsheet Tuhinga 

CUSTOMERS
Building a diverse team that 
reflects the customers you serve 
allows for a more considered 
understanding of their needs. By 
having diversity at all levels of the 
organisation results in decision 
making that reflects the customer 
base and in turn gives a genuine 
and exceptional experience, 
ensuring repeat business and 
increased returns.

CULTURE
Organisations that acknowledge, respect and promote diversity and inclusion are 
better able to attract and retain high performers. An inclusive culture allows for a 
sense of belonging and ensures success of the diverse team. Diversity of thought 
increases creativity, productivity and innovation.

COMMUNITY
There is community and political expectation to progress gender diversity and 
inclusion in our industry. An inclusive industry forms part of our community social 
license to operate and by enhancing organisational reputation will see a positive shift 
in the perception of our industry for attracting and retaining female talent.



There is still work to be done to increase female 
representation in leadership across all industries within 
Australasia, but gaming industry statistics are startling.

As an industry, we have a responsibility to increase women’s 
participation in the workforce. By doing so, the tangible and 
positive impacts on an organisation’s culture and operations 
include increased efficiency, productivity, innovation, 
creativity and improved employee engagement.

This pivotal issue requires representation from all 
organisations across the industry to unite with WGH to 
address, influence and impact equitable outcomes in our 
industry.

As of June 2019, Women in Gaming and Hospitality has the 
following corporate partners: The Star Entertainment Group, 
Aristocrat, SkyCity Entertainment Group, Crown Resorts , 
ALH Group and Christchurch Casino.

World Economic Forum 2018.

39th
Australia is ranked

On global index measuring 
gender equality

23
200

ASX listed companies have 
NO women on their 

executive team

2018 Chief Executive Women 
– Senior Executive Census

Of CEO’s in the Gaming 
industry are female

5.9%
2018 WGEA Gender
Equality Scorecard

2018 WGEA Gender 
Equality Scorecard

Only 1 in 5

World Economic Forum 2018.

7th
New Zealand is ranked

On global index measuring 
gender equality

In NZ, Women make up just

of senior leadership teams
18%

Grant Thornton Women in Business Report 2018

27
NZX listed 

companies have all-male 
boards

New Zealand Exchange, December 2018

NEW ZEALAND

AUSTRALIA



CHAIR REPORT
CHAD BARTON
Chair– Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia
Group CFO – The Star Entertainment Group

Our vision for gender equity enabled 
the Women in Gaming Initiative to be 
launched in July 2017. We established it 
to support the development and success 
of women in the gaming industry through 
education, mentorship and networking 
opportunities; through driving greater 
industry awareness, leadership capability 
and career opportunities, while attracting 
new entrants to the exciting world of 
gaming.

The past year has seen much 
development of the initiative, we listened 
to the industry and enhanced our name 
to Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
Australasia to reflect the various 
segments of the gaming, gaming related 
and hospitality industry that represents 
our sector.  
 
I would like to emphasise that gender 
diversity is important for all of us, it’s 
not just important to women. We cannot 

speak passionately 
about the wage disparity 
experienced by females without 
also recognising the mental wellbeing 
pressures placed on men to be the ‘bread 
winner,’ with male suicide happening 
at four times the rate of female suicide.  
Similarly, the impact of females retiring 
with too little superannuation impacts 
them, and their partners and families. 

My involvement in Women in Gaming 
& Hospitality is motivated by business 
sense and personal motivation,

I want both my children 
to earn according to the 
value they bring to an 
organisation, not their 

gender. 
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I want them both to have equal 
opportunities in their career, both to climb 
the corporate ladder and both to take a 
break for their families if they want to. 
I don’t want it to be part of a ‘program’ 
that their employer runs or for it to make 
headlines for being ‘ground-breaking’ – I 
want it to be mainstream and I want it to 
happen soon.
The financial and business reasons for 
gender diversity and for inclusion as a 
whole are compelling: 
•     Gender Diversity is good for the 
economy as it improves national 
productivity and expedites economic 
growth. Goldman Sachs and JBWere 
calculated that an increase of 6% in the 
female workforce participation rate would 
boost Australia’s GDP by 11% - boosting 
GDP is good for all of us 

•     Gender diversity is also a vehicle for 
increased organisational performance 
through better decision-making 
and innovation. McKinsey research 
identified that the most gender-diverse 
companies had a 15% more likelihood of 
outperforming their national industry 

medians;
I recognise we have some way to go as a 
society and as an industry.
 

We hope that by uniting 
the industry, we can make 

even more significant 
and positive change and 
position the industry as 
an attractive option for 

women.
I look forward to our ongoing growth 
in creating greater gender diversity & 
inclusion in our industry.
Thank you to my fellow board members 

for their passion and work in getting 
Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
established. Thank you to Helen, Steph 
and all the volunteers for their dedication 
and work done to date. Finally thank 
you to all our corporate partners without 
you, we would not be able to improve our 
future with gender equity.

Women In Gaming & Hospitality
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CEO REPORT
HELEN GALLOWAY
CEO – Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia

The 2018-2019 year has been an 
establishment year for Women in 
Gaming & Hospitality. We welcomed new 
corporate partners and affiliate partners 
to unite the industry across Australia and 
New Zealand. The corporate partnerships 
from SkyCity Entertainment Group and 
Crown Resorts allowed representatives 
to join the board along with Founding 

Partners The Star Entertainment Group 
and Aristocrat. We also welcomed 
corporate partners of ALH Group and 
Christchurch Casino. Our larger board 
provided strategic focus to improve brand 
awareness, grow individual membership 
and increase corporate partners. 
Our brand awareness has been 
expanded through our affiliate or in kind 
partnerships with other associations like 
Community Clubs Victoria, ClubsACT and 
Australasian Gaming Council. We have 
also established in kind partnerships to 
meet our organisational goals with other 
bodies including Odgers Berndtson in 
delivering small group focused leadership 
development, Gaming Technologies 

Association at the Australasian Gaming 
Expo to host a Leaders’ Luncheon on 
barriers and career success, Asia Gaming 
Brief and Beacon Events to increase 
female participation on the stage at 
industry seminars and conferences. 
Our attendance at conferences and 
exhibitions highlighted the need for this 
organisation and allowed hundreds of 

conversations about gender equity in our 
industry sector. Our membership and 
involvement in the Australian Gender 
Equality Council aims to influence the 
national agenda on gender equity.
Individual membership grew via events, 
programs and awareness, the year 
included invitations to apply for programs 
being launched in the later half of 2019 
including Finding Your Voice, Emerging 
Speaker Program and Executive 
Development Program Scholarship. Our 
pilot mentoring program with partner 
Women Ahead commenced in February 
2019. The efficacy of the programs are 
being evaluated to ensure we achieve our 
outcomes in 2019 and beyond. 
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We hosted 13 events in six different 
locations, including launch events in 
Auckland and Adelaide. Our events 
trialled different styles with professional 
development from leadership and 
development experts coupled with 
industry speakers and panellists. 

A fabulous part of my role 
is hearing participant’s 
‘bold actions’ in taking 
charge of their career 

journey and who credit 
our work at Women in 
Gaming & Hospitality 

with their career growth.
Our monthly newsletter, Reel News was 
launched and readership has steadily 
increased. The newsletter features a 
female industry profile and actionable 
research to progress gender equity. 
‘Thank you to all our wonderful volunteers 

for your presence at exhibitions and your 
involvement as speakers at events. Our 
efforts to unite the industry would not be 
possible without you.

Thank you to our project manager, 
Stephanie Mellor for her dedication in 
delivering our programs.
I look forward to welcoming more 
corporate partners in 2019-20 to enhance 
our industry’s diversity journey.

Women In Gaming & Hospitality
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A YEAR IN NUMBERS

NEW CORPORATE PARTNERS

IN AUSTRALIA & 
NEW ZEALAND

OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS
EMPLOY OVER
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MENTORING PROGRAM APPLICANTS

EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICANTS

EMERGING SPEAKERS APPLICANTS
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OUR INDUSTRY POSITION
Women in Gaming & Hospitality have 
adopted the following position on gender 
equity. We would like all organisations big 
or small to adopt the same positions.

TARGETS
Women in Gaming & Hospitality supports 
gender diversity targets. We believe 
targets should be set for all management 
levels of 40:40:20 gender representation 
(40% female, 40% male and 20% 
discretionary). We believe the board of 
the organisation should oversee the 
monitoring and progress of these targets.

Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
believe this target statement allows 
organisations to pursue gender equitable 
outcomes for women, with flexibility 
in the leadership makeup of a range of 
40% to 60% female. This allows longevity 
within the target and ensures the focus is 
maintained on the right outcomes,

RECRUITMENT
We believe organisations should have 
diverse representation of genders on 
recruitment shortlists. 

Women in Gaming & 
Hospitality believe 

organisations should set 
a target of at least 40% 
female representation.  

At a minimum there is gender diversity 
on the shortlist.
We believe the interview panel must 

have diverse gender representation. 
We encourage and support  at least one 
person on the interview panel having 
undertaken unconscious bias training in 
the past 24 months.

We believe organisations should promote 
and provide pathways to increase the 
number of women in management 
and leadership roles through targeted 
development and talent identification 
programs. 

PROCUREMENT
Women in Gaming & Hospitality believes 
organisations should adopt procurement 
principles that actively support gender 
equity.

We believe our partners can utilise their 
purchasing power to advocate for change.

Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
supports the use of supplier gender 
equity statements or requests in the 
procurement of goods. We encourage the 
adoption of this statement: 
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This organisation is a member of 
Women in Gaming & Hospitality, we 
consider female representation at the 
Board level and senior management 
in the consideration of the suppliers 
we utilise. We expect our suppliers, 
where appropriate to have policies 
that address gender imbalances at all 
levels in their organisation.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Women in Gaming & Hospitality is 
opposed to domestic violence. 

We believe organisations 
should exceed their 
legislative requirements 
and provide support 
for employees that 
experience family and 
domestic violence.

Suggested support 
can include paid 
special leave 
per year, access 
to counselling 
and other 
referral services, 
including a 
dedicated 
domestic violence 
support line 
through EAP/
Wellness provider, 
flexible working 
arrangements, 
and an assurance 
of confidentiality.

Partner with protective services and 
charities for further assistance/support/
guidance.
Provide employees with access to 
information from utility providers and 
banks that provide further assistance 
(such as free mail redirection and 
emergency cash etc.)

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Women in Gaming & Hospitality has 
a zero tolerance stance (policy) to 
sexual harassment, we  recommend 
organisations adopt a policy in line with 
this position.

Women in Gaming & Hospitality can 
provide guidance to organisations to 
ensure barrier free access to complaints 
processes and consider more than one 
method to raise a complaint (such as 
contact officers, whistle-blower hotline 
etc.) Organisations free from sexual 
harassment and everyday sexism 
provider allow for greater inclusion in the 
workplace and promote gender equity.



FOCUS ON EVENTS

EVENT TOPICS EVENT 
SPEAKERS

MENTEES IN 
WOMEN AHEAD 

PROGRAM

Influencing Your Career
Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway 

Learn to Love Networking 
The Power of Role Models

Mentoring for Career Success
Unblocked: A rapid-fire guide to getting 

out of our own way

Amanda Dobson
Anne Elder-Knight

Aimee Sherer
Caitlyn Pulone
Claire Walker

Cori Cairns
Dominique Powrie

Emma Carinci
Felicity Menzies

Gabby Daniels
Graeme Stephens
Helen Galloway
Jacinta Cubillo

Jakki Govan
Jenny Hatton-Mahon

Matt Bekier
Michelle Baillie

Prue Gilbert
Tanya Krumink
Zhan Spalding

Anne-Marie Hain
Jackie Conn
Meg Leahy
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Aashish Sharma
Alan McGregor
Alicia Gleeson

Belinda Huxtable
Caitlyn Pulone

Chad Barton
Charlotte Keen

Cheryl Lam

Christie Roser
Clare Singleton

Gen Arnold
Jackie Hutchinson

Jennifer Li
Jenny Hatton-Mahon

John Daniell
Kim Lee

Michelle Baillie
Rachael Cox

Rohan Dyster
Sonja Bauer

Xavier Walsh
Zhan Spalding 

FEATURE PROFILES

VOLUNTEERS

Anne-Maree Ross 
Clare Singleton

Dani Morris
Heather Scheibenstock

Jackie Hutchinson

Jess Mellor
Kerry Scarlett
Lauren Milsop
Louize Glenn

Marie Ann Breidi

Sandy Thefs
Zhan Spalding

Wendy Li

Women In Gaming & Hospitality
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EVENTS
Professional Development

Women in Gaming & Hospitality 
produced 13 professional development 
‘Step Forward’ events in 2018-19 with a 
collective attendance of over 1000 gaming 
and hospitality attendees. 

Our Step Forward events 
featured 20 individual 

speakers and were held in 
six locations throughout 

Australia and New 
Zealand. 

They provide a platform for to raise 
awareness, provoke thought, drive 
change and develop networks within the 
gaming and hospitality industries. The 

events are designed to feed into two of 
our focus areas:
•     Foster the continual professional 
development of women and;
•     Provide a common meeting ground for 
our corporate partners and members to 
connect and network with others in the 
industry.

Step Forward program titles in 2018-19 
were “Influencing Your Career”, “Feel the 
Fear and Do It Anyway”, “Learn to Love 
Networking”, “The Power of Role Models”, 
”Mentoring for Career Success” and 
“Unblocked: A rapid-fire guide to getting 
out of our own way”. These programs 
improve our future by empowering 
individuals to acquire skills and 
knowledge to reach their full potential. 
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Honestly, I believe that 
everything I have learnt at 
your seminars has helped 
me with taking on a new 

position. There was definitely 
a ‘bold ask’ involved.

Laura Skinner, St George Leagues Club, 
Executive Manager - Gaming & Member Services.
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WOMEN AHEAD
Mentoring Scholarship

In 2019, we partnered with Women Ahead, 
a social enterprise founded with the belief 
that parity between men and women will 
benefit individuals, organisations and 
society. 

This partnership allowed Women in 
Gaming & Hospitality members an 
opportunity to participate in a cross-
company, cross-sector mentoring 
scheme.

We received almost 50 expressions of 
interest to participate in the program. 
There were three mentees, and 
three mentors selected representing 

Licenced Club Management, The Star 
Entertainment Group and Crown Resorts. 
Congratulations to Anne-Marie Hain, 
Jackie Conn and Meg Leahy. 

These three mentee positions were made 
possible due to the generosity of Women 
in Gaming & Hospitality Corporate 
Partners in providing financing and 
mentors for the program. The selected 
mentors are advocates for female 
advancement in the workplace and will 
be paired according to cross-company 
key criteria.

Anne-Marie Hain from Licenced Club Management Jackie Conn



I have 
returned 
from the 
Gold Coast Step 
Forward session and 
I am inspired to apply 
for the opportunity to be 
included as an Emerging 
Speaker.

Motivated by the accomplished, 
talented and empowering 
women I heard tonight I am 
determined to likewise 
empower and inspire 
others through public 
speaking.
Janelle Smith, Regulatory Affairs 
Assistant, The Star

Women In Gaming & Hospitality
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To find out more visit www.wga.org.au



OUR PEOPLE
The Board

Chad Barton, BBus, CA
Chairman, Group Chief Financial Officer, The Star Entertainment Group
Chad Barton has extensive experience at senior executive levels in listed and global corporates. His 
responsibilities include finance, tax, treasury, credit, investor relations, procurement and the company-wide 
efficiency program.
Chad was the Executive Sponsor of the Women@The Star diversity initiative that was the genesis for the 
development of Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia.
He is a Director of NeuRA Foundation, a research institute focussed on searching for a cure for a number mental 
health illnesses. He is the founding Chairman of Women in Gaming & Hospitality.
A Chartered Accountant, Chad previously served as CFO of Salmat Limited,  Electronic Data Systems (EDS) 
Australia and New Zealand business and Commercial Director at telecommunications company SingTel Optus. 
Chad lives in Sydney with his wife and two children.

Michelle Baillie
Board Director, General Manager, SKYCITY Hamilton

Michelle has over 24 years’ experience in the casino and hospitality industries in New Zealand, and has held 
various senior managerial roles within SkyCity predominantly in casino operations, but also in hotel operations 
and project management positions.
Michelle was appointed General Manager SkyCity Queenstown in May 2008 and relocated to Hamilton in April 
2014 to take up the position of General Manager SkyCity Hamilton. Michelle has overseen a number of positive 
changes to the Hamilton business achieving record results and winning awards, including Michelle being 
awarded CEO of the Year in the 2017 Waikato Business Awards.
Michelle has a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science and Philosophy from the University of Canterbury. She was a 
Board member of the Queenstown Chamber of Commerce from 2012 - 2013 and was on the Executive Committee 
of the Hamilton Central Business Association from 2015 – 2016. Michelle is currently a trustee of the SkyCity 
Hamilton Community Trust and a board member of Women in Gaming and Hospitality Australasia.

Alicia Gleeson
Board Director, Executive General Manager – Human Resources, Crown 
Resorts
Alicia’s extensive background in Human Resources spans over 20 years to include work in both the public and 
private sector and has also served as a Commissioned Officer with the Australian Army. Currently, Alicia is 
also a Board Member of the Victorian Aboriginal Economic Board and the Crown College Institute of Higher 
Education. She joined the Board of Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia in September 2018.
In 2014, Alicia was awarded Executive of the Year at the CEO Magazine Executive of the Year Awards and in 
2015, she received the prestigious Industry Pride Award at the annual International Women of Gaming Awards.
Alicia’s qualifications include a Master of Business Administration from RMIT University and a Bachelor of Arts 
from the University of Melbourne.

Kim Lee
Board Director, Chief Human Resources Officer, The Star Entertainment 
Group
Kim has more than 18 years’ experience in Human Resource across sectors in Australia and Internationally. 
She has an extensive track record in public and privately owned FMCG, global packaging, building supplies, 
consumer aftermarket automotive, and forestry product (Pulp and Paper) markets in Australia, New Zealand, 
North and South America, Europe, and Asia/Pacific, most recently serving as Group Human Resources Director 
of Rank Group Limited from 2006 to 2014.
Kim is a Gallup Certified Strengths Coach and holds a Bachelor of Biological Science, Microbiology & 
Biochemistry from Latrobe University and a Post Graduate Diploma in Human Resources from Victoria 
University. Kim is a founding board member of Women in Gaming & Hospitality
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The Team

Jenny Hatton-Mahon 
Board Director, General Manager Group Sustainability, Aristocrat

Jenny is responsible for Aristocrat’s global CSR/Sustainability strategy and championing organisational 
culture.  During her 10 years tenure at Aristocrat, Jenny has also held the position of Deputy General Counsel 
with a focus on commercial legal practice, team development and enterprise leadership.

Prior to commencing with Aristocrat, Jenny worked for Gilbert + Tobin law firm and has also worked overseas 
in a number of legal roles.  In her spare time, Jenny runs a not-for-profit with her teenage sons supporting 
Australian Indigenous literacy programs, education and traditional storytelling. Jenny is a founding board 
member of Women in Gaming & Hospitality

Christie Roser
Board Director, Chief Human Resources Officer, Aristocrat

Christie is responsible for leading the Global HR team and supporting key cultural, engagement and leadership 
initiatives across Aristocrat. Christie is a highly experienced HR professional, having led HR teams across a 
range of industries including publishing, transport and logistics. Christie joined Aristocrat as HR Manager for 
the Australian Studios in 2011, before stepping into the role of General Manager HR, Global Product, Supply and 
Technology. Most recently, Christie held the role of General Manager, CEO Office supporting Jamie Odell and 
the executive leadership team. Christie is a founding board member of Women in Gaming & Hospitality

Charlotte Keen
Company Secretary, Senior Internal Audit and Risk Analyst, Aristocrat

Charlotte joined the Aristocrat team in 2017 she is an active member of the Australian Diversity and Inclusion 
(D&I) council, working closely with the Global team to implement and spearhead key D&I initiatives.  Like 
Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia, her role on the Council is work to support and encourage women 
in the gaming industry, something she’s very passionate about.  Charlotte is a Chartered Accountant with 5 
years auditing experience with KPMG.  She is also Lean Six Sigma Accredited from the University of Cardiff 
and gained a Biological Sciences degree from the University of Brighton.

Helen Galloway
Chief Executive Officer

Helen is responsible for the strategic direction of Women in Gaming and Hospitality Australasia to 
attract, develop and retain women within the gaming industry, as well grow and promote membership of 
Women in Gaming and Hospitality.  
Helen has extensive experience in the Asian Gaming market having held senior roles in Macau and 
Singapore. Helen spent five years with Las Vegas Sands Corporation, first as Vice President – Strategic 
Analysis at Sands China Limited then as Vice President – Casino Development and Strategic Analysis at 
Marina Bay Sands. Prior to this she was Director of Financial Planning and Analysis at Wynn Macau.
Helen is currently a non executive director with Tasracing and also with TT-Line. She is a graduate of 
the Australian Institute of Company Directors and a qualified member of CPA Australia. Helen holds 
a Bachelor of Commerce, a Bachelor of Information Systems, and has completed the gaming focused 
Executive Development Program with the University of Las Vegas and University of Reno.

Stephanie Mellor
 Project Manager

Stephanie Mellor is Women in Gaming & Hospitality Australasia’s Project Manager and is responsible for the 
annual event portfolio, communications management, and the day to day operations of the organisation.
Stephanie has over 10 years experience in event management and has worked across corporate, hospitality 
and the not-for-profit sector. Before joining WGH, Stephanie spent four years as the Events & Operations 
Manager for ACON’s Pride Inclusion Programs and Executive Assistant to the Director.
Prior to this, Stephanie spent four years in London as the Staffing Coordinator and Executive Assistant to 
the Director at Cellar Society, London’s most well renowned caterer in the luxury fashion industry.
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OUR 2018 - 2019 PARTNERS

Founding Partners
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Corporate Partners

Major Corporate Partners

Affiliate Partners
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